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Exclusive offers for 
NBK Al-Shabab 
customers 
with Eureka  
KUWAIT: Once again
National Bank of
Kuwait provided Al-
Shabab customers with
new and exclusive offer
in collaboration with
Eureka. The offer enti-
tled Al-Shabab cus-
tomers to benefit from
more than 50 percent
discount on a range of
electronic accessories
and gadgets, when
making the purchase
through Eureka’s web-
site and using Al-
Shabab Visa Prepaid Card.

Ideal to prepare them for their travels during
the summer season, the offer lasted for 3 days
(From 26 to 28 July 2018) and included over 15
items such as the latest AirPods, portable speak-
ers, cameras and earphones amongst others that
were available in various colors. 

“NBK continues to provide Al-Shabab cus-
tomers with new and unique offers that are tai-
lored to the needs of the youth,” said Dalal Al-
Mulla, from Marketing Department, National
Bank of Kuwait. “We work closely in partnership
with Eureka to customize our ongoing offers and
our latest offer was a direct response to the
request of our Al-Shabab customers.”

Al-Mulla added: “We have a solid partnership
with Eureka, and we promise Al-Shabab
Customers with new and exist ing offers .
Customers of Al-Shabab account do not only
benefit of ongoing offers but also of technologi-
cally-advanced services that provide them with
the convenience and ease of a safe banking
experience.”

Commenting on the offer Tareq Bou
Fakhrelddine, Sales Manager at Eureka said:” We
are very pleased to collaborate on these unique
offers with NBK, especially that they are tailored
to the needs of our young generation. The last
offer was very successful and the items were sold
out in a short period of time”. 

Al-Shabab Account offers a range of services
and rewards that suit the young generation’s needs
and lifestyle. The account offers advanced and
easy to use services. Al-Shabab account holders
receive a free Al-Shabab Visa Prepaid Card when
they transfer their student allowances, offering
them numerous benefits and rewards. Al-Shabab
Visa Prepaid Card provides exciting and important
features that allow customers to transfer money
from the Prepaid Card to their account. Customers
can also now withdraw cash from Al-Shabab Visa
Prepaid Card without paying a fee using any NBK
ATM. They also enjoy many great offers and bene-
fits including special discount on talabat.com on
selected days and 50 percent exclusive discount
on weekend movie tickets at Cinescape.

Al-Shabab Account benefits include easy and
convenient banking transactions, direct contact
with customer care staff through online live video
chat, Whatsapp service and the 24 hours, seven
days a week call center. Also, Customers can uti-
lize a newly launched service, ‘Quick Pay’ to
receive funds in just a few clicks.

BERLIN:  The German economy is set for modest
growth in the second quarter after industrial output
edged up and job vacancies hit a record high, underlin-
ing labor market strength that is fuelling a consumer-
led upswing.

Europe’s biggest economy saw vacancies surge by
25,000 on the quarter and 115,000 on the year to reach
1.21 million in the April-June period, a survey by the
IAB labor office research institute found.

Asked for the main reasons
that are complicating recruit-
ment, most employers pointed
to a shortage of applicants
and insufficient job qualifica-
tions. Separate data yesterday
from the Economy Ministry
showed industrial output rose
0.4 percent on the quarter in
the April-June period despite
a weaker-than-expected
reading for June.

That release followed data
on Monday that showed German industrial orders
dropped in June by the most in nearly 1-1/2 years, sug-
gesting that trade tensions caused by US President
Donald Trump could limit growth. “June’s industrial
production and trade figures suggest that the previous-
ly booming German economy is already feeling the
effects of trade tensions,” said Jennifer McKeown at
London-based Capital Economics.

“But with the domestic economy in good shape and
given the recent ceasefire in the tariff war, we expect
only a modest slowdown in German growth.”

In June alone, industrial output fell 0.9 percent,
missing a Reuters forecast for a drop on the month of
0.5 percent. That came after a downwardly revised rise
of 2.4 percent in May.

“That’s not a great result, but it could have been
worse,” Bankhaus Lampe economist Alexander
Krueger said. “In contrast to the first quarter, industrial
production supported growth in the second quarter.”

Growth expected 
The Federal Statistics

Office will publish prelimi-
nary gross domestic product
growth data for the second
quarter next Tuesday.

Analysts polled by Reuters
on average expect the quar-
terly growth rate to edge up
to 0.4 percent from 0.3 per-
cent in January-March, driv-
en by private consumption
and construction. The

German economy expanded by a robust 2.5 percent in
2017 and most analysts expect only a moderate slow-
down to around 2 percent this year.

The Federal Statistics Office said in a separate
statement that seasonally adjusted exports were
unchanged on the month in June while imports rose by
1.2 percent.

The seasonally adjusted trade surplus narrowed to
19.3 billion euros from an upwardly revised 20.4 bil-
lion euros ($23.60 billion) in May. Trump has agreed
to refrain from imposing tariffs on cars imported from

the EU while the two sides negotiate to cut other
trade barriers.

The decision, reached in talks between Trump and

European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker
in Washington last month, eased fears of a transatlantic
trade war. —Reuters

German factory, jobs figures 
point to modest Q2 growth

Job vacancies hit record-high in Q2

MUNICH: Ralf P Thomas (left), CFO of German industrial conglomerate Siemens, and Joe Kaeser, CEO (right)
pose during a press and analyst conference focused on the future of the German engineering giant. —AFP

Economy seen 
shifting into 
higher gear

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, in collabo-
ration with Al Babtain, the distributer of
Samsung in Kuwait, announced a special
offer for Shamel Mobile customers when
purchasing Samsung Galaxy 9 plans in
the new blue color available exclusively
from Ooredoo. Customers subscribing to
plans with the new device are automati-
cally enrolled to enter a draw on one of
four Dodge Challenger cars. The winner
of the first car, Barrak Mohsen Ali
Mohammad, was announced in a draw
held under the supervision of the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry.
Three more draws are scheduled to take
place on August 13, August 27, and
September 17. 

Shamel Mobile plans boast a number
of exclusive and unique features, such
as free calls to Ooredoo customers,
high-speed mobile internet with the
ability to carry unused internet to the

following month, and the ability to
freeze contracts without fees during
travel in addition to transferring con-
tract ownership easily. Some Shamel
Mobile plans also include unlimited
local calls on all networks, in addition to
unlimited high-speed internet. 

This offer comes in line with
Ooredoo’s commitment to enriching the
experiences of customers with their dif-
ferent needs and lifestyles, in addition to
providing the best in class mobile
devices. Customers can track their usage
of Ooredoo’s services on the My
Ooredoo app, available for free on iOS
AppStore and Android’s Google Play
Store, giving customers real-time
updates on plan usage. 

Ooredoo’s operations in Kuwait date
back to December 1999 when it
launched wireless services as the second
operator.  The company today provides

mobile, broadband internet and corpo-
rate managed services tailored to the
needs of customers and businesses.
Ooredoo Kuwait - which is an enlisted
company in the Kuwait Stock Exchange
Market - operates a number of telecom

service providers in the region, such as
Ooredoo Algeria, Ooredoo Tunis,
Ooredoo Maldives, and Wataniya
Palestine. Ooredoo Kuwait is a member
of the international Ooredoo Group
based in Doha, Qatar. 

Dalal Al-Mulla

Benefit from Honda 
Alghanim’s most 
exclusive summer 
deals while they last!
KUWAIT: Keen to provide its loyal shoppers with
exceptional offers as per their specific needs, Honda
Alghanim, the exclusive distributor of Honda cars,
motorcycles and marine equipment in Kuwait ,
launched its summer special deals on the 2018 Civic,
Pilot, Odyssey, Odyssey-J, and CR-V vehicles.
Customers who wish to take advantage of this unique
saving opportunity can now acquire their favorite
Honda car at irresistible prices and benefit as well
from Honda Alghanim’s exclusive warranty and after-
sales services. Over and above that, Honda City’s
enthusiasts will be able to land their hand on the car
synonymous of practicality with minimum installments
as low as KD 79 per month. 

Honda Alghanim today offers its customers the
chance to own one of its internationally admired cars
thanks to their durability and modernly fresh design,
yet at unmatched prices. This summer campaign
brings exclusive offers on latest models, including the
all-new Civic, acclaimed as the city’s ideal car, setting
new standards with its superior performance and
sporty design. Equipped with a 1.5, 1.6 or 2.0 liters
engine, the Honda Civic 2018 displays automatic side
mirrors, a 7-inch touch screen, as well as a luxurious
cabin for maximum comfort.

Customers who are looking for a family vehicle can
count on the Odyssey (starting at KD 9999) or
Odyssey-J (starting at KD 7,777) being the best in
their class in terms of spaciousness, high-perfor-
mance, and fuel efficiency. Known as the absolute
vehicle for families, the Odyssey series provides safe
performance and enjoys state-of-the-art technology
owing to the rear-seat DVD entertainment system.
Furthermore, a child safety car seat can be easily
placed in the Odyssey and Odyssey-J, making of it
the ultimate car for children’s daily trip to school,
housewives’ daily shopping routine, and weekend
trips. Honda Alghanim is offering its customers as well
the chance to own the compact crossover CR-V at a
very unique price (starting at KD 6,999 only). 

Honda Alghanim’s summer offer additional ly
includes the Pilot, the largest car in Honda’s fleet with
seating for as many as eight persons. Promoting
sophisticated qualities along a unique interior and

exterior features, this four-wheel-drive modern SUV
has sold nearly 1.4 million vehicles since first released,
making this stylish, practical, and comfortable car the
perfect choice for families looking to embark on fun-
filled journeys. 

Alghanim Motors, the exclusive distributor of Honda
automobiles, motorcycles, power products, and marine
products in Kuwait, is committed to providing cus-
tomers with flexible payment solutions and efficient
and cost-effective services. Customers can take
advantage of this offer by visiting any of Honda
Alghanim showrooms located in Al-Rai, Shuwaikh, and
Al-Ahmadi. 

Ooredoo offers Dodge Challenger
draw with Shamel Mobile


